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By Serena Griffith
Daily ate writer
SJSU student Michael Walter McClusker often talked to his mother
about suicide and even showed her
Duncan Hall, the building from
which he planned to jump.
At 4:40 p.m. Friday. McClusker
did jump from a sixth -floor window
of that building and was pronounced
dead 23 minutes later at San Jose
Hopsital.

By Kathy White
Daily staff writer
Within 18 months. SJSU will be
the only Bay area university offering
an Air Force Reserve Officers’
Training Corps and it may cause the
program to grow.
In an effort to cut down on expenses and personnel, the Air Force
is closing 30 units nationwide. including University of California at
Berkeley which, outside of SJSU
was the only other Bay area university to offer the program.
"With (San Francisco State University) and Berkeley closed, San
Jose State will be the only ROTC
program in the Bay area." said It.
Col. Jon Hillhouse. who is in charge
of SJSU’s Air Force ROTC program. "We already have ROTC students attending from Stanford, Santa
Clara and surrounding junior colleges where there are no programs.
Our enrollment may grow some, but
I doubt it will he substantial."
Congress asked that the Air Force
have a personnel reduction of 1 percent in 1987 plus a 2 percent reduction in 1988 and 1989. The elimination of these ROTC programs will
help in reaching that goal.
Along with the closures, seven
ROTC units will be consolidated
with other units. The only California
schools to be consolidated will be
Loyola Marymount Univeristy in
Los Angeles with University of Cali-

SJSU Public Information Officer
Richard Staley said Deputy County
Coroner Kenneth Hyland interviewed McClusker’s mother and
learned that she was not surprised by
her son’s suicide.
The 26-year-old senior had threatened to commit suicide in the past
and had pointed out Duncan Hall as
the place he had chosen.
As a chemistry major, he was familiar with the science building and
chose it because it was the highest
one he knew of, she told Hyland.
McClusker died of multiple traumatic injuries soon after Santa Clara
County paramedics transported him
to the hospital, said a spokesman for
the Coroner’s Office Monday.
At her first news conference of the
semester Tuesday, university President Gail Fullerton said the suicide
was the first on campus in four or
five years.
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Bookstore. If you plan to return books remember
that they must he accompanied by a receipt.

Yohn rides airwaves from KSJS to TV
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer
Changing his shirt and talking to a co-worker
at the same time, the KSJS general manager
rushed into his office in the morning.
David Yohn, an SJSU student who manages
both the campus radio station and KCAT Cable
TV in Los Gatos, is also an on -call electronics
technician for the Raychem Corp. in Menlo Park.
This particular morning, he had spent the wee
hours fixing a broken-down machine.
"They called at 5:15 . . . just early enough to
beat the traffic to Menlo Park," he said.
Wearing more than one hat . . . or shirt, will

keep Yohn busy in the months to come. Especially his position at KCAT. which he started on
Jan. I. will occupy much of his time.
The station has been off the air since last February because of a budget deficit and problems
with the management. Yohn said.
"They were several thousand dollars in the
hole and for a non-profit corporation, you can’t
afford to do that. ’ he said.
The scheduled date to resume broadcasting is
March 14. Before that date, it is Yohn’s responsibility to get together a staff of college interns and
community volunteers and set programming
guidelines.

Dc,pite a heavy workload. Yohn it: happy in
his noy, position.
"It’s great. It’s what I want to do. It’s television," he said.
When Yohn was hired in late December. the
KCAT Board of Directors had been actively
searching for a manager for six months.
Yohn didn’t actually apply for the position.
Dan Wyman. an SJSU music professor and
KCAT board member got in touch with the university’s Theater Arts Department and asked if
they had anyone graduating. who would be suitable for the job. The department recommended
See Yohn page 6

’We’re just a small band of
revolutionaries, very peaceful
ones.’
Michael Mathiesen.
New American Party founder

Rocker may change
the tune of politics
By Nic ogler
Daily staff writer
Move over, Bush and Hart.
Next January they might be playing "Tender Is the Night" instead
of "Hail to the Chief ’ .
That is, if rock star Jackson
Browne is elected President of the
United States.
Browne, who wrote the hit
song, is "mulling over" the decision to run for America’s highest
office, said Michael Mathiesen,
who will be speaking at SJSU at
12:30 p.m. Friday in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Mathiesen, the founder of The
New American Party, asked the
musician to be his presidential candidate.
"I got the idea out of the clear."
said Mathiesen. 40. who describes
Browne’s music as "radical, in a
gentle way."
Browne’s political activism impressed the founder. The rock star
is known for demonstrating against

nuclear lac:11111es. including Diablo
Canyon.
Resides, Bill Walsh said no.
According to a Jan. 5 story in
the Sacramento Bee. the FortyNiners coach considered Mathiesen’s request. The party founder
liked Walsh’s attitude and organi
zational skills.
About a week later, however.
the coach declined.
Neither Browne nor Walsh
could he reached for comment.
Mathiesen, however, had plenty to
say about a party whose origin is
no less interesting than its presidential hunt.
"It’s truly grass roots," said
Mathiesen, who owns a computer
company in Santa Cruz. "(We’re)
just a small band of revolutionalies, very peaceful ones, who believe (we’ve) found the answers to
all the world’s problems."
According to Mathiesen. the an See Party page 6
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ROTC will be
only local unit
for Air Force

Student
Walk This Way
had talked
of suicide
to mother

"It saddened all of us." she said.
"That sort of thing does not happen
very often on campus. It is simply
one of those very unfortunate things
that sometimes occurs."
Kathleen Wall. director of SJSU’s
Counseling Service, said the kind of
depression McClusker may have suffered is common.
Though the actual number of suicides is not great, she said "there is
a much higher incidence of people
who think about it and who come to
counseling." she said.
See SUICIDE page 3
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fornia at Los Angeles.
"I had some feelings that this
might happen.- Hillhouse said.
"With Congress making cuts in the
budget, this is one way that the Air
Force can help save some money."
Besides UC-Berkeley. the program at California State University,
Fresno will also be closed within 18
months.
This will leave only SJSU; CSU.
Sacramento; the University of
Southern California: UCLA; CSU,
Long Beach and San Diego State
University as the only universities
offering the program in California.
In a statement released by the Air
Force, the factors listed in evaluating
the ROTC programs were: annual
officer production, academic quality
of officer candidates. cost per commissioned officer and the size and
share of the undergraduate market at
that host school.
Colonel Austin Wedemayer. commander of UC-Berkeley’s Air Force
ROTC. says that SJSU is the logical
choice for those students wishing to
continue in the program.
"My guess is the students will
prefer San Jose because of its closeness to where they’re already attending school," Wedemayer said. "We
might set up a cross-town commute
where they would attend the ROTC
program at San Jose one day a week
See ROTC pa.ize

Courses delayed
for two days by
asbestos cleanup
By Datil Parkin
Daily staff writer
Almost all the asbestos has been
removed from the old Engineering
Building, but not before it kept students from attending their first two
days of classes in the building.
The absestos removal project has
cost the school more than SI million
and still is not finished, said Mo
Qayoumi. associate executive vice
president of facilities, development
and operations.
He said the project began at the
start of winter break and was scheduled to have been finished before
school resumed last Thursday. However, the removal was delayed in
December by a three-day power
shutdown.
"They (the contractor) had no leeway, no slot time, so they had to
take a few extra days to finish."
Qayoumi said.
Bill James, the project’s inspector, said he was responsible for the
cancelled classes.
"I’m the one who held them up,"
James said. "The whole building
was full of asbestos, it was in the
ceiling tile, in the sprayed -on fireproofing, and in the insulation of the
pipe. And we just didn’t get it removed in time."
Most of the students, however,
enjoyed their extra two days off.
Engineering student. Vivian Woo,
said, "I wasn’t too happy, I had to
get up at 5:45 a.m, and it was really
frustrating to get to school and realize I got up for nothing. . . But,
then again it wasn’t that bad really."
Don Myronuk, mechanical engineering professor, felt the delay.
caused by the asbestos removal, was
a very minor disruption. He said.
"You don’t pet things done on the

’I’m the one who
held them up. The
whole building was
full of asbestos.’
Bill James
project

mrmspe(tor

first few days anyway." and planned
to "start off with a bang- on Feb. I.
"Asbestos doesn’t scare me at
all." Myronuk asserted. "Personally. I don’t consider it a hazard. ’
Signs were posted on the entrances to the building the first day
of class explaining that classes in the
building would not start until Monday.
Qayoumi said the work crews will
go back into the building during
spring break to remove asbestos
from the "mechancial rooms.- Mechanical rooms are those rooms
where students are not allowed and
the mechanical aspects of the building are controlled.
He also said there is asbestos imbedded in the floor tile that will not
he renioved. Quayoumi said it is not
dangerous because asbestos is only
hazardous when it is airborn.
The feeling among most of the
teachers in the engineering building
was one of resignation to the delay.
They weren’t sure how they would
arrange classes to makeup for the
lost hours, but weren’t overly concerned.
Ken King, engineering major
said, "The delay didn’t bother me a
hit. I had tons of work to do.’

Ninth Street residence halls
inconvenienced by sinkhole
Hy Ihiuglas Alger
staff writer
Hundreds of SJSU residents erns,
mg from winter break found barn des hindering the return to their
homes away from home.
The 98 blockades were placed on
the northern corners of San Salvador
and Ninth streets while the city of
San Jose attempted to contract out
for emergency repair work on the
ground near Moulder Hall.
According to University Housing
Director Willie Brown, drilling for a
signpost near the residence hall
Da,1,,,

en ra uc - aily staff photographer
Afichael Alathiesen, who started the New American Party, thinks
most highly of his hook "The Ness kinerican Bible."

caused a section of asphalt to collapse, revealing one large hole and
two smaller ones under Ninth Street.
Residents moving into Moulder
Hall and West Hall "have improvised"
said
IC’.
Robinson,
Moulder Hall Residence Director.
Improvisation has included moving
barricades and parking illegally.
An underground sanitation sewer
below San Salvador and Ninth
streets had produced sulphunc acid,
which gradually eroded the concrete
sewage pipes and created the sink
See DORM page 6
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Judge’s Decision
a good one
santi’ Clara County Superior Court Judge
Leslie C. Nichols made a wise and compassionate decision last week when he
granted Spartan City residents an injunction allowing them to continue living in the family
housing until the original Aug. I deadline.
There remains, however, a number of unanswered questions about this series of events.
The decision allots students living at the
group of buildings
once used as military
barracks during World War II - to concentrate on finishing the academic year without
worrying about the university throwing them
out on the street. By ruling for the residents,
the judge merely forced President Gail Fullerton to abide by her original promise on the
date of closure.
The administration apparently believes that
the buildings are unsafe, and the Oct. I Southern California earthquake that killed a student
at California State Universit . Los Angeles
alerted SJSU officials to the possibility of a
similar scenario unfolding closer to home.
Concern for student.’ safety is reasonable
and admirable, but these worries date back as
far as 1966, when questions about the complex’s seismic and fin safety standards first
surfaced. Why did the university wait until just
recently to mandate a hasty and untimely eviction that would unnecessarily hurt the many
single-parent, and other families who depend
on this subsidized housing in order to attend
classes?
Another major question is what exactly are
the administration’s plans for the site when
Spartan City is eventually closed and - presumably - torn down? Will it automatically be
sacrificed to the almighty Athletics Department?
The university should use the site to build
another Spartan City, thus remaining the sole
campus in the state university system to offer
its students the compassionate and reasonable
service of affordable family housing. Such a
move would truly assure equal access to higher
education in San Jose.

AIDS ignorance
can be cured
arnaiing that despite the flood of information about Acquired Immune Defficiency
Syndrome being presented to the American
people. ignorance and misinformation continue
to spread faster than the disease.
A recent survey found that more than onefourth of the respondents believe they can get
the disease from giving blood, and an incredible 36 percent think they can get infected by
eating in a restaurant where the cook has AIDS.
A report issued by the Centers for Disease
control included a survey of 3,097 Americans
18 years of age and older conducted in September. Although the general awareness about
AIDS has slightly increased since the last poll
in August. the sheer number of the dangerously
uninformed remains unnecessarily high.
The group with the least general knowledge
about the disease are adults 50 years of age and
older, the survey found. The results show that
about 54 percent of the respondents in that
group said they knew little or nothing about
AIDS.
One would have to be kept in a virtual isolation chamber to avoid the glut of facts parading through the media. Again: the only way a
person can catch AIDS is through sexual contact
either heterosexual or homosexual with an infected person. through the sharing of
intravenous needles or through contaminated
blood transfusions. Expectant mothers with the
disease can also pass it on to their newborn
children.
It’s likely that those who remain ignorant
are intentionally doing so. Sticking one’s head
in the proverbial sand does little and only creates a false sense of security that borders on the
dangerously insane in today’s world.
AIDS is not a political issue or a moral
issue. Thousands of real people with real families and friends are dying of a purely preventable disease, which happens to have a deadly accomplice - - ignorance.

BU SI-I

Lousy drivers make driving hell
MI% mg m the Hay aica suck.
No. it’s not the traffic or the cop
struction (although both are frustrat ing), it’s the drivers. For that matter.
the problem isn’t just the Bay area, it
is all of California and probably the
United States.
There are just too many lousy
drivers out there.
I’m sure you’ve wen them. There
are about three is pes of lousy drivers, overly agressis c quiveringly
passive, and incredibly stupid.
The overly agressive driver drives
with a chip on his shoulder. They
tend to reside in fast red ears or in
old, junky cars without mufflers.
They feed at rush hour waiting for an
innocent victim to cut off, an accident to cause, or one of their own
type to race. They are considered
dangerous and should only be handled with -extreme caution or a
steamroller.
The quiveringly passive driver can
he found during the daylight hours.
IThey are harder to find at nigh) because they are scared of the dark.)
Easy to spot. the passive driver believes everyone else has a chip on his
shoulder. They brake about two
months in advance for corners, stop
70 feet in front of intersections, and
won’t drive in any sort of weather
condition beside clear days with dry
roads.
Although not as dangerous as the
agressive driver. the passive driver
has been known to annoy people to
death by consistently driving 20 mph
below the speed limit and slamming
on his brakes the second the light
tents yellow.
The incredibly stupid driver can
be found at- all hours, in every city.
and under all weather conditions.
The incredibly stupid driver doesn’t

Mike Lewis
know what a chip is and can’t find
their shoulder without a roadmap.
These are the most dangerous
drivers of the lot. With no specific
characteristics, they cannot be easily
spotted until it is too late. An innocent person might be driving along
behind one of these creatures, then
suddenly the incredibly stupid driver
decides the music isn’t quite right
and will spend the next couple of
minutes tuning in the stereo to
K BAY. (they like stations that con side’ The Carpenters to he on the
cutting edge of modern music) and
not looking at the road.
The result: a 20-car pileup, and
lots of deaths and injuries at worst
and plenty of irritated drivers at best.
How did these people get their licenses? Did K -Mart have a Blue
Light special one day? Why do the
rest of us have to put up with risking
our lives just to get some groceries?
Does California demand anything
more than a pulse to get a driver’s license?

In other countries, like Japan and
Europe, it is much more difficult to
get a license. Very strict standards,
are placeed on both motorcycles and
automobiles.
That’s what’s needed in this state
and across the country stricter
regulation of the issuing of drivers licenses. As a result,. Not only does
traffic in this state suck, it’s dangerous.
Sometimes it makes me feel like
walking. Well, I used to feel like
walking , when walking was safe.
Now, with drunken drivers, incompetent motorists and SAM
TRANS bus drivers, a stroll to the
store could get me a career as a hood
ornament.
Admittedly, better training will
not solve all of the problems. Not
much can be done about drunken
drivers except stiffer penalties and a
little education. And it is up to SAM
TRANS to keep their buses off the
sidewalks.
But incompetent drivers can be
eliminated by a better minimum
training system.
Maybe then I won’t have to deal
with that hairball in the "look -at me" Camaro who tried to change
lanes on top of me the other day,
forcing my car onto the shoulder.
Then, when I pulled up next to him
at the stoplight he mouthed a sheepish "sorry dude." He then, of
course, proceeded to check his hair
in the rear view mirror.
Maybe then I won’t need a valium
to deal with Highway 17 stress while
I dodge old men in their aircraft carriers who change lanes on a whim.
Maybe then we can all breathe a
sigh of relief, knowing the person
next to us on the street or freeway is
probably qualified to be there.
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Letters to the Editor

Spartan City is unsafe
Editor.
This letter is in regard to the recent controversy regarding the closure of Spartan City. All of the pictures of kids holding protest signs
and pets (rats?) are real cute. However. let’s cut through all of the
bleeding hearts appeals and get
down to the facts: Spartan City is an
outdated and harardous facility. This
has been shown in an irreputable
study and the run-down condition of
the facility is obvious to anyone nerely driving past it
The decision to close it as early as
possible is only logical. Now that the
university administration has identified Spartan City as being a hazard.
if any incidents were to occur there
(such as a fire), the residents would
immediately be suing the university
for allowing them to stay in a hazardous facility. Spartan City resident
Leo Johnson states in a Spartan
Daily article that the reason Spartan
City is run down is because of mismanagement. Spartan City may or
may not have been mismanaged. Regardless, the reason the facility is in
such bad shape is that it is classified
as a temporary facility Therefore,
the university is not going to spend
money improving it.
Furthermore, the university has
decided that it does not want outside
money spent on refurbishing the facility. This is their decision to make
since there is a possibility that the
land would be better used to construct other campus facilities. I tend
to agree with the university administration in this decision since I believe
that the needs of close to 3008) students outweigh those for 40 families.
Lastly. Spartan City resident Dan

stated in a Spartan Diaily
article that there has to he access to
the university housing system for
low-income students. I disagree.
The university is under no obligation
to supply the residents of Spartan
City with low-income housing. Most
college students are traditionally
low-income and they find ways to
support themselves and go to school
at the same time. SJSU is a learning
facility, not a welfare institution. I
don’t disagree with such programs as
financial aid for students since it is
used to support a student’s educatem. However, having to supply
low-income housing is definitely not
an obligation of the university.
For years, SJSU has supplied this
low-income housing, and now the
time has come to close it. Those who
benefited from it in the past should
be thankful for it, and those occupying it now should be thankful that the
university is giving each of them
SI .000 when they leave. I know a lot
of other students or programs that
could benefit from that money just as
well.
Kevin Cassidy
Senior
-1dministration of Justice

’Diversity’ questioned
Editor,
In response to Dani Parkins’
"leadership" column of Jan. 28, I
believe her title holds thruth but her
ideology is backward. Dani proposes
that we must have diversity in our
choice of elected leaders. She further
states that we need real choices outside the mainstream of white, male
politics in America. I agree, but
what type of diversity? Over-emotional? Unqualified? Should I vote

for Jesse Jackson just because he is
black or because he has never held
an elected office? What about
women’? Should I vote for one just
because she’s a woman:
Diversity means much more than
having choices dutside mainstream
white males. We have to look at experience, character, principles and
morality. These qualities are not defined by gender or color. Dani’s definition of diversity is. in her own
words, "narrow in image." Leadership will never come about by
bashing every politician and suggesting a biased way to choose.
David Frizzel
Senior
Aeronautics

Simon’s well-qualified
Editor.
On behalf of the entire student
body, I would like to thank Katarina
Jonholt for an enlightening column
on Sen. Paul Simon. Her comparison of Simon to Elvis Costello rang
of truth, because both men ask.
"What’s so funny about Peace.
Love and Understanding?"
Simon truly is a statesman in the
classic sense. His combination of experience and education makes him
the most qualified Democratic hopeful, and gosh. I like him almost as
much as Al Haig, Pete DuPont or Pat
Robertson.
Simon’s wife, however, was way
off base about Reagan not reading as
many books as Simon has written
I’m sure Reagan has read at least 20
of those Louis L’Amour classics
Tom Dunlap

Senior
Journalism

E

xtra, extra. Read all about it. Our next
president will be determined by defeating
his competitors in a televised Trivial Pursuit tournament.
It was all over the news that day. Even team
anchorpersons Ken and Barbie on the Six 0’ Clock
news were talking about it.
"Good evening ladies and gentlemen, this is
your anchorperson. Ken, speaking to you from
Washington. I know it’s a crazy idea, but this
year’s Trivial Pursuit election is beginning to look
as though it just might work.
"Since it’s so hard trying to get a straight answer from any of the presidential hopefuls these
days, the election officials decided to Lome up with
a new selection method to determine just who we
will have as our elected leader.
"But if the winner is determined by how many
questions they can come up with correct answers
to, there’s no way he can resort to those question avoiding tactics this election. And now back to
you, Barbie."
"Thank you, Ken. There’s been a lot of debate
over this issue in San Jose. Tonight I’m on the campus of San Jose State University talking to students
and getting their reaction about the new election
process.
"Excuse me. Sir. Can you tell us what you
think about using a Trivial Pursuit game to select
our next president?"
"It’s about time they jazzed up the election process. This is the TV game show generation. We
need more stimulation. We need more action."
"Thank you, sir . . . excuse me miss, can you
tell us what you think about the new presidential
elections this year’?"
"Well, it makes no difference to me. I never
really kept up on all the issues or what each candidate believed in, anyway."

4

then the crowd parted and a lean, strongJust
looking young man walked up to the microphone. Before he had uttered a single word,
every person on the street had their eyes upon him.
"Before television existed, there was a time of
reason," his voice thundered across campus. "It
was a time when people read newspapers and were
provided with an analysis of each candidate. It was
a time when a person of less prestigous social status, such as Abraham Lincoln, could run for office.
Today, Abraham Lincoln couldn’t afford the cost
of the television air time, much less the wardrobe
that is required for each candidate to wear.
"Ladies and gentleman. I plead with you to recognize this evil that has taken root in our country.
The presidential election process has evolved into
sensationalized politics.
"Today candidates are not chosen for their rationality or viewpoint. but instead are being chosen
by how well their speech was delivered.
"Lets get rid of the flashy elections with emo
tion evoking motives," he said.
"America needs to go back to the ancient election process where newspapers printed each candidate’s speech. This allows the public to rationally
dissect each idea, word by word, rather than rely on
the speaking technique to evoke an emotional response."
The stranger then walked away as quickly as he
had appeared. He had no trouble moving through
the crowd. Their faces showed how badly he had
frightened and intimidated them. Murmurs filled
the crowd.
"Hey what was he talking about," one person said.
"I think the guy’s nuts. Imagine going back in
time when there were only newspapers. I can’t even
remember the last time I read a newspaper. Technology is here to stay. Either come with us or get
out of the way."
Barbie knew she’d have to hustle back to the
station so she’d have plenty of time to edit her film.
That last guy would definitely have to be cut, she
thought to herself. Where did beget off blaming the
sensationalized politics on the broadcast media. We
give the audience what they want. People don’t
have time to read newspapers. This is the MTV
generation. The Trivial Pursuit elections continued
as planned.
Julie Rogers Is news editor of the Spartan
Daily. Her career goal is to become a tssinkie on
the six o’clock news. "Artist’s Rendering" eat
appear every Wednesday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By listening
to our readers we can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any
topic. We prefer letters in reaction to recent Daily articles or addressing current
campus issues. Personal attacks and letters
in poor taste will not be published.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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SpartaGuide
SpurtaGuide is 0 daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. hems may be submitted on forms in the Daily
Dwight Hemel Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
If )I) A Y
Re-entry
Advisory
Program:
Brown bag lunch and get -acquainted
session, noon -1:30 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco Room. Call 924-5930 for information.
Campus Ministry: Bible study, the
gospel of Matthew, noon -I p.m.,
S.U. Montalvo Room. For information, call 298-0204.
College
Republicans:
General
meeting. 12:30 p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call 358-1061 for information.
Campus Christian Center: Women’s spirituality group, 4 p.m., Campus Ministry Center. 300 S. 10th St.
Tae Kwon Do Club: Call 259-2336
for information.
Student Health Advisory Committee: Idea-sharing meeting for students with Health Services staff,
noon -I p.m., Health Building.
Room 208 For information, call
924-o l 17

Ron Green Daily staff photographer
High fly ing Dennis Bishop flies through the air on campus last
,aeekas hilt! his friend Jesse Bauldt watches near Clark library.

Suicide
From page
"One in every four of us will experience a time that we are severely
depressed, hut it is quite treatable.’’
Wall said. "Treat it like any other
difficulty and get help."
She said those who are feeling suicidal should talk to someone they
trust. They should also realize that
the feeling of hopelessness they are
experiencing will change with assistance and with time.
"If people are talking about sui-

cide, take it seriously." Wall said
"they are in enough agony to be
thinking about doing it."
Someone who hears a friend talk
about suicide should also seek counseling to learn how to deal with the
situation, she said.
Professional counseling is available free of charge to registered students at the Counseling Service located in Administration Building,
Room 201.
Students may call 924-591(1 to
reach the service during the day.
After hours, they should call a local
crisis hot line which may be found in
the phone hook. Wall said.

Wednesday Night Cinema
Spring 1988
Feb.

THURSDAY
Christian Science Organization:

Weekly testimony meeting, 3:30
p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room. For information, call 245-2389.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: "On
Being Gay" meeting, 4:30 p.m..
SO. Almaden Room. Call 263-2312
for information.
Chi Pi Sigma: (Administration of
Justice Fraternity) Open House,
noon -5 p.m.. 230 S. 10th Si. Guest
speaker, Sgt. Dave Stone, Milpitas
Police Department, "Survival in the
Criminal Justice World," 6:30 p.m.
Call 998-9113 for information.
Re-entry Advisory: Support Group
meeting, 2-3:30 p.m. Student Union
Pacheco Room. For information,
call 924-5930.
FRIDAY
Hillel Jewish Student Association:
Candlelight dinner: Kosher Chinese
Friday Night, 7-9:30 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center. 300 S. 10th St. For
information, call 294-8311.
Study Ski Break: Sign up by Feb. 5
in the Associated Students Business
Office in the Student Union for the
A.S. Leisure Services ski trip to
Sugar Bowl. Feb. 12. Call 924-5961
for information.
India Students Association: Sixth
Annual Valentine Dance, 8 p.m.- I
a.m.. Student Union Ball Room. For
information, call 729-5763.

Mar. 2
9
16
23

Sid and Nancy
Baby Boom
A Great Wall
Animal House

Apr. 6
13
1 9-2 1
27

LaBamba
Rocky Horror Picture Show
Pacific Rim Film Festival*
Hollywood Shuffle

May 4
11

Fatal Attraction
Planes, Trains, and Automobiles

Pee

190’

0

Far*. to Ikamoramm Student&

Board

BE PART OF THE
TRADITION!

GENERAL INFORMATION SESSIONS:
FEBRUARY 10.1.11 7PM, Almaden Room
FEBRUARY 11TH NOON & 1PM. Guadalupe Room
Applications available in Student Services Office
For more information call the

ORIENTATION HOTLINE:924-5969
DEADLINE TO APPLY: FEBRUARY 26TH

Associated Press
It’s been 20 years since the
’Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour’
proved too hip for prime time and
got canned by CBS despite high rat
ings.
The brothers, who dropped out of
SJSU in 1959 to pursue show business careers, are back on CBS tonight (10 p.m.. Channel 51 with a
20-year reunion show that reveals
them just as sassy as ever, even if
there isn’t nearly as much novelty in
razzing the permissive ’80s as there
was in protesting the explosive ’60s.
Tom. a former advertising major.
and Dick, who was preparing for his
teacher’s credential got their start at
age 20. doing untested material at

the old Kerosene Club on Julian
Street by night and attending classes
by day. Both married SJSU grads
and went on to great success.

NURSING - R.N.
Wonderful opportunity
for full-time clinicnurces.
Willing to train
new graduates

SKI 1re.24.

WHERE: Sugar Bowl
WHEN: Fri Feb 12th
COST: $42 Student $47 Non Student
Includes transportation, lift ticket and
Continental Breakfast
call

924-5961 for

Register

Apply: Menlo Medical Clinic
13 Crane street, Menlo park
or call (415) 322-7548

in

info

ASBO by Feb 5th

Think San Jose...
Think
City!
Great cities deserve great colleges.
For 66 years, San Jose City College
hos put San Jose on the map. Now,
San Jose sports an exciting new
look. And SJCC does, too. Make
your career just as exciting with:
easy registration
small classes
expert faculty
the county’s most convenient college
SJCC: Now, more than everwhere
the action is in Son Jose!

San Jose
City
College

.viik) 405r

Register now for

late starting

Spring Semester

E6
All shows (except *) 7 and 10 p.m.,
Morris Daily Auditorium Presented
by the Associated Students Program

sde’

Smothers Brothers return to TV ************
with 20th anniversary show

Back to School
Adventures in Babysitting
The Sicilian
’Round Midnight

3
10
17
24

t.0414’

vvy

xtra Credits!

February 22nd -June3rd
Call 288-3700(24 hr. line 288-3738)
2100 Moorpark Ave.
San lose, CA 95124

STICKLL IS’
Place ad in the
Spartan Daily

SEEK YOUR CAREER WITH
THE ccaviTErr SHOW ON FAITH
Admission Interviews

PRESENTS

924-3270

LS. COME COMEDY COMPETITION

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
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University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
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Clown tollege,
a tuition free
institution of
higher learning.
would like to
see you at (Mr
AdrIliSSi1/11

nterviews. Wear
comfortable
cliothes and
don’t forget
your funny bone

Sat. FIB. 6 1:00 PM
American
Conservatory Theatre
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Spartans drop
opening series
11) Jennifer Truman
a 2(1-minute rain delay in the middle
of the seventh inning due to rain, but
Daily staff writer
New uniforms and 19 base hits not soon enough to stop the seven
was hut enough to motivate the
Nevada -Reno base hits charged to
SJSI baseball team.
Archibald The senior right-hander
"Putting a uniform on for the first pitched six innings allowed five
time can gise you the jitters and even runs tont> two ot vs Melt Were
make yOU a little apprehensive going earned) and eight strike outs.
Even though the sun was shining
Out tor the season opener." head
for Saturday’s double-header, the
coach Sam Piraro said.
The Spartans scored lust 11 runs gloomily Friday weather still loomed
in the Once game weekend series in the Spartan dugout.
SJSU only recorded seven hits.
against Nev ada-Reno. opening the
season with a I -2 record.
losing to the Woltpack by the scores
In the list game lriday . left of 4-2 and 3-0.
fielder Todd Fagen drove in a two’UNR is traditionally a very
run single in the bottom ot the ninth strong offensive team,’ Piraro said.
to put SJSU past the Woltpack 4-5
"They, have no difficulty scoring
The Spartans scored live times in runs."
lei.
lain the
the last two innings to
The Wolfpack didn’t hesitate to
lead and subsequent y ictory
hunt against SJSl. The eecution of
Pitcher Jim Bowles tossed one in- four hunts allowed Ne% ada-Reno to
ning of shutout rt.-al:Tit, get the w in.
tally up base hits.
Center fielder Greg Banda led
"Reno did a good Oh in their exeSJSU’s offensive attack with three cution. They forced the defense to
hits and tour runs batted in.
make mistakes... Piraro said.
Starting pitcher Dan Archibald
"A lot of little errors... third basevs ;IS questionable tor the game.
man Eric Nelson said. "We lost a
’Ile was sick fits whole perfor- few hunt coverages
things w
IMMCC was due to a fever. He had a should be on top of
103 -degree temperature Thursday
Tuesday . SJSU beat (al State
and didn’t have time to rehabili- Hay wad 4-0. Archibald allowed
tate.** Piraro said.
lust three hits and struck out eis’lil in
Friday s game was interrupted by seseti INNINgs of work.

Matthew F Durham Daily

Berry breaks record in loss to Utah State
By

Sean %lontgomer,
Daily stall writer
SJSU guard Ricky Berry may
have broken the school’s long-standing career scoring. record Saturday
night, hut it still vs :isn’t enough to
break host Utah State.
Despite Berry . 29 points. which
propelled him past Stu Inman on the
all -f tine SJSU list. the Spanans fell
114-85 to the Aggies It Was the
worst loss of the ’east iii for SJSU.
The 114 points y ielded were the
second most ever gi% en up by an
SJSU men’s basketball team. The
worst kiss came on Dec. 19, 197:
when they were defeated by Purdue
119-86.
The Spanans are now 5-4 in Pa
cific Coast Athletic Association
play, I 0-tt overall.
Berry . who scored 19 of his points
in the first half, now has 1.519
Inman, whose record had qood fix
38 years. had 1.503.
Berry. however, would rather
have traded the record for the viv
tory..
A win tonight would have meant
more to me than the record," said
Berry.
The senior was in foul trouble
most of the night. At the 18:25 poim
of the second half and the Spartans
trailing 55-45. he picked up his
fourth tout By the time he re-en
tered the contest six minutes later.
the AgilIe were up 73-55
Risks ’s father and Spartan head
coach Bill Berry. was also less than
pleased with his team’s perfor
mance
: I was hoping for other guys to

Purry awarded
player of the week
S1\ 1 \
\
\l’,
lone
ficaLli Slate form aid Andre Pull
has been named the Pacitic Coast
Athletis
Association
basketba I
player , the week. the PCA \
flounced Monday
Purr> . a 6-ioot-5 tumor 11,in
Long Reach. scored 44 points and
grabbed 20 rebounds to lead the
49ers to a pair of conference vicio
ries last week
He had 23 points and 10 rebounds
in Long Beach’s 100-8(1 win OVel
UC-Irvine last Thursday night. and
21 points and 10 rebounds in the
49ers’ 77-76 triumph over l’C Santa
Barbara tin Saturday night.
Against
Purr> was seven of -eight trom the free throw line in
the final two minutes of play to give
the 49ets the victor)

4.-

SPORTS
ii se tii the iks’assloll,.. he said ’We
11,st ,,Ur 11110111etillItll and our of ten sly c punch."
The Spartans did make 37 field
goals, hut were unable to keep pace
vs itti the Aggies’ ahilut to make free
allows
\v. hile SISI made only six of II
tioni the line I’IA Slate made
ot

center Dietrich Waters folkissed Berry in the scoring category
with 16 points and grabbed eight rebounds. Guard Steve Haney added
13 points and foward Ken Young
added 12 points.
’They shot as well as they could
shoot.’ said coach Berry, "We just
weren’t covering them. We weren’t
feisty and were not aggressive.’’
The Aggies Kevin Nixon had 22
points and Greg Houskeeper who
was taken off the court vs Ith a knee

Coupon

Haircut 990
only
I

\

L

Perm
conditioner
$
Haircut & Manicure

5

Supervised student work only 1030 The

Alameda.

BEAUTY
COLLEGE
SJ 298-4388

OFF

OFF
SMOG’
sl4nd.
3eu

With nine games to go. the Spartans are tied for fifth place with DC
Irvine.

OIL CHANGE
SERVICE

Own Old 0
Install New 0
Chassis Lob,.
1,15151! Up Ti
Muthgrade Ou.i.
Stale 00
ChacIn All Flood Lavais

Ftp

Apply: menlo Medical Clinic
13 Crane Street, Menlo Park,
or call (415) 322-7548

COPIES
Open Early

JOSE STATE SPECIALS
SAN
"Friendly local service while you’re at school."

The Aggies also beat the Spanan:.
in total rebounds 39-29 and as,
27-18.

Requires RPTA licenes.
Great working conditions
in growing department.
Willing to train new grads
Part-time work in clinic
or convalescent hospital

’/’Students

11

injury scored IN points and gi ii
12 rebounds. Utah State’s
Newey made five of six three-point
shots on his way to a 19-point game

PHYSICAL THERAPY
ASSISTANT

PLEASE NO CHECKS

.00/vs

$1

310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

kinkoss

ONLY

$3795

OFF

4 6. 8 cyl
’Standard Ignition $5 extra

..550 at pathcipating
.-oppon Not Veir
Some cars

6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS

extrn

ACOUTUNE

& BRAKE
298-7722

rap 3/it/ell
17?"1

CHECKS

OPEN

7:30 A.M.
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY

510 E. SANTA CLARA
AT 11th STREET

heavenly

Co-starring fin alphabetical
order) all the men she’s ever
loved:

Special guest appearance by
her father ERIC KANE
Produced by ADAM CHANDLER

Per Day

ALL MY CHILDREN

TWO VERY SPECIAL EPISODES
Friday and Monday, February 5 and 8
Check local listings for time and channel.
INsr

With This Coupon

and Your Valid College I.D.
Also at
s.s...11,
rico<

Get a 17 a 22 poster of this ad by sending $I and your address to.
STORY. PO BOX 92715, Rochester, NY 14692

Nevada Base Entry Only
Adult All Day Ticket
Expires 5 1 88

SJSU

Rog .224’
Eap 31 111 8LI

Reg S4795

KENT BOGARD, PHIL BRENT.
TOM CUDAHY, NICK DAVIS,
JEREMY HUNTER. BRANDON
KINGSLEY. JEFF MARTIN,
TRAVIS MONTGOMERY and
MIKE ROY

$200

95

TUNE-UP -I

Open Late
Open Saturday

Ski

staff photographer

SJ SC catcher John N’erniest tags out a Nevada-Reno runner at the plate during the second game la doubleheader
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Bloom County

SJSU wrestlers suffer
disappointing setback
By Ron Haynes

matches, extending their lead to 209That score in no way indicated
SJSU’s effort to close the gap. In the
seventh match, Shane Baum, up
against the Pac- 10’s top-rated Vince
Walker. fell behind 2-0 as the first
period ended. He recovered nicely in
the third period to tie the score at 3-3
before eventually losing in a hard
fought 4-3 decision.
’1 came up a little short tonight,"
Baum said, who is beginning to look
toward the Pac-10 Championships
scheduled later this month in Fullerton.
A success there would qualify him
for the mid -March NCAA Championships at Ames, Iowa - the ultimate contest for top college wrestlers. In order to get there, Baum
indicated that he would probably
have to go against Walker again in
the Pac-10 contests.
In the 177-pound weight class,
Scott Benson out-pointed the Bulldogs’ Randy Cunningham to bring
the Spartans to within seven points
of tying the match.

Daily staff writer

After dropping a Friday night decision to Fresno State, the SJSU
wrestling team completed a busy
weekend with some success at Saturday’s San Francisco Tournament.
Friday’s contest resulted in a disappointing 26-16 loss as the Spartans
were unable to maintain pace with a
more experienced Bulldog team.
The Spartans led early in the contest when Joel Chew, in the 126pound weight class, accepted a
Fresno State forfeit when his scheduled Bulldog opponent, Mike Armistead, was unable to compete because of an injury.
Going into the fourth match, the
score was tied at six. Two matches
later, the Bulldogs took a narrow 119 lead.
The Spartans regained the advantage when Joe Zamlich, paired
against Fresno’s Alonso Harrison,
took a close 3-2 decision in a battle
of the 142 -pounders.
The Bulldogs quickly responded
by winning three consecutive

Berke Breathed
APIMIZEN7?31 BERT
1#13 BEEN SOME
Afererm REP/WING
ME LACK 0I II NON
SMOKING SECTION.

1,34 THEN 4E11/3
MOVE TO ME MAJOK

NO

MINE, IF I
8URP
PASTRAMI
BELCHES Al
iQfl fAa 7

Hampered by a sore ankle he injured running to class. Benson was
pleased with his win, but admits
there are areas of his play that need
improvement.
"I need to work a little bit more
on my take -downs." he said, referring to the third period of his match
when he allowed Cunningham to
score points.
The Spartans closed to within four
points as an inexperienced Jesse Macias beat Kelly King in the 190pound weight class.
Fresno extended its lead by taking
the heavyweight class in the 1(th
and final match when Bulldog Paul
Mirmingos pinned Brent Smith.
Saturday. both teams headed
north to partake in the San Francisco
Invitational where the Spartan’s
Zamlich placed first among the 142 pound wrestlers. Benson placed
fourth in his weight class marking an
end to competition triumphs until the
Pac-10 Championships begin later
this month.
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Laugh Lines

Wanda Folk

Four elected to Hall of Fame
CANTON, Ohio (AP) - Mike
Ditka said it really wasn’t fair to
have had as much fun as he did playing football and still be elected to the
Pro Football Hall of Fame.
After being traded to Philadelphia
The Chicago Bears coach was in 1967. Mika finished his career
elected Tuesday along with Fred Bi- with four seasons at Dallas. In 1971.
letnikoff, Jack Ham and Alan Poge.
he had 30 receptions and scored the
"It’s mind boggling." said Ditka. clinching touchdown in the Cowwho played 12 years in the NFL as a boys’ 24-3 victory over the Miami
Dolphins in the 1972 Super Bowl.
tight end.
Biletnikoff, a flanker with the
Biletnikoff. who will turn 45 later
Oakland Raiders famed for his tim- this month. spent 14 years with the
ing and exacting pass routes, said. Raiders. The 6-1, 190-pound flanker
seventh best
"I can’t tell you how excited I am. caught 589 passes
all-time- for 8,974 yards and 76
It’s a big, big thrill for me."
Ham, a key performer in the Pitts- touchdowns.
The native of Erie, Pa.. caught 40
burgh Steelers’ "Steel Curtain" during four Super Bowl victories in the or more passes for 10 straight sea"I’m
ecstatic.
I’m
sons,
and his 70 catches for 1.167
1970s, said.
going in with some pretty good com- yards and 10 touchdowns in 19 postseason games were records at the
pany."
Page, a cornerstone at defensive time of his retirement
tackle on the Minnesota Vikings’
Biletnikoff, now an assistant
famed "Purple People Eaters" de- coach with Calgary of the Canadian
fense, said. "(My) whole career was Football League, caught four passes
a highlight."
for 79 yards to set up three Oakland
Ditka. 48, out of the University of scores in a 32-14 victory over MinPittsburgh, was named NFL rookie nesota in the 1977 Super Bowl and
of the year in 1961 after catching 56 was named the game’s most valuable
passes for 1,076 yards and 12 touch- player.
downs. Three years later, he had 75
Ham, 39, missed only four games
catches, a record for tight ends that in his first 10 seasons in the NFL.
stood for 16 years.
The outside linebacker from Penn
The 6-foot -3. 225 -pound native of State finished a 12-year career with
Carnegie. Pa.. did not miss a start in 251/2 sacks, 21 fumble recoveries and
84 games with the Bears and earned 32 interceptions.
All -Pro honors his first four seasons.
Ham, who is 0 salesman for a coal
He had 427 receptions for 5.812 company and also a radio analyst on
yards and 43 touchdowns in his ca- NFL games, traced his success to
Joe Paterno. his college coach.
reer.

"I was a young kid who didn’t
have a lot of confidence until I went
to Penn State. Paterno ... he’s the
kind of guy who put me on first team
defense in my first year. It kind of
made me a little more confident." he
said.
Page. a 42-year-old native of Canton, home of the Hall of Fame, became the first defensive player to be
named NFL most valuable player in
1971. He was the NFC’s defensive
player of the year four times and was
an all -league choice nine years in a
row.
Page, now a staff lawyer for the
Minnesota Attorney General’s office, said of his selection: "I don’t
know if it’s about time, but it’s certainly a nice time."
A graduate of Notre Dame, Page
was the Vikings’ second pick in the
first round of the first combined
AFL-NFL draft in 1967. A defensive
end in college, he was moved to defensive tackle by the Vikings.
He played 238 games. all but
three as a starter, for the Vikings and
Bears. Unofficial statistics show
Page blocked 28 kicks and had 164
sacks during his 15 seasons. In
1976, he had a career-high 211/2
sacks. Page never missed a game
during his career.

Football

New members of the Hall of Fame
are elected annually by a 29-member
board made up of media representatives from every league city and the
president of the Pro Football Writers
of America.
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MEDICAL INSURANCE’ We
Os. plans with quality coverage
at affords.. prices Call Mark Fit

NEED

ice Washington Nationsil insur.
an. (408) 943-9190 for no POI gallon quote
STEEL BUILDING DEAL FRSH1P Mtn
make manufacturer sales & @not
neerIng support Slane, ads
Some .....token Cali
Wedg
(303) 759-3200, rt 2401
CO. Acceptenc Coop 6800 F
Hampden. Denver, Co 60224

nIshed

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PI AN
Enroll now’ Se. your teeth, eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see AS ollIc
0011(406) 371-6011

AUTOMOTIVE
CAPRI. Needs work. $600 Cell 25.0613
’61 OATSUN 210’. Cle. $1200 (415)
964-0416
81 KAWASAKI 440
0013

cc.

5450 Call 256

dren books Located at 950 S
First Si . Son Jose (3 biks south col
0200) Call 294-2930100 hours

it’vE $uRviyEtii
THE COMMUTE
SCI400U NOW
FIND MY BuS1NESS
CLA:WS.

lomemleRE. IN
MIIS LABRYNT1-1 OF
HALLWAYS IS MY
BUSINESS CLASS!
-

a

6
til

L.-.4 \

Nop
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WATERBED QUEEN SIZE Ms ’r.to
any rm, yet big enough for Iwo 1
ym.DtOO, 26, -4606 eves

HELP WANTED
ASSISTANT NEEDED for home day
care center Part-time 535, Cell
Gunton at 2754635. nr SJSU

Saratoge-Sonnyvale Rd Contact
Mendl Sledet et 996 2592 Fl..
hrs ,
nec Full pert tio
OPPORTUNITY

Mtn

3rd

largest Insurance Company We
need reliable Coble people int..
ested In mooning their own busi
nose We provide sales & men.
&gement training Aagoarenteed
Income When Cluelthed Call Gold
Zech. or Pick Adams at 3714463
COLLEGE GIRL wanted to Ilya in
Room & board fr. In ...ante
for babyslIfIng Every other oreek
and OR Call for Interview at 2662751

’73 MERCURY COMET. eutomallc, 6
071. ec ern ho stereo. pa pb, $750
Call (415)651-7765
’70 MONTE CARLO. Good condhlon,
$800. (415)965-1633
47 FORD F AIRL *NE’ Look. greet and
runs greet One owner $1300 bo
Cell .1011 01 768-5630

COMPUTERS
III
PCCOM...
PC COM PCCOM
MAT XT competibies end scces
Isom
campus
sorles O. block
4040 3rd St, 02 Call 295-1606
Special 6% oft for SJSU *101 10

FOR SALE

DOWNTOWN REAL ESTATE oftico
needs receptionist to work Toes
and Thur. 9-5prn during leielle
ter Good but not fast typing re,
puked Profesookonol dress Call
Ray or Sues! 296-5522
EEC/ER.387.TE

& CIVIL SERVICE
lobe $14.077463.148 yr Now hlr
Intl, Call JOB LINE 1.51645936119 F404 for Info 24116

5/46F000SERVERS. COOKS. HOST
FSS. CASHIERS. and busboys
Marko
Callender.
always
la
looking for new, enthusiastic
workers 10010 our teem Apply at
2031 Meridian Ave. or cell 2657130 for apptointonent
FUNERAI

GOVERNMENT HOMES from 61 00 no
repair) Foreclosures I.. Waled
homes mor. For curreM REPO
list call (refundeblel 1.511-4503544.n.! 04404, 24 hra
QUEEN MATTRESS SET, Om Still In
never
used
ptestic
original
S185. Runkbld set w mattress
perfect condition $200 Call any
time. Mike .1 596-5012
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP Is
unique bookstore. specialising
in books on Mott:try. Current
events, labor. Black Americans.
Aslan
WrItten by
Black.. ChOcenos, Asians labor
ectIvIsla. Marxists We alto neve,
In English, Soviet Mots In the so
cleti sciences You won I find our
books, posters and record* In

wool.

kolerxism

other stores In the valley In addition we hove 110 1400 and chil-

HOME ATTENDANT An
swering telephone everlIng. Oc
caslonal weekend work Please
call Mr McGee al 379-5010

GREAT PART- TIME opportunity’ peon
opertence and earn money by
working on Fortune 500 corn.flees
merkeling programs on
campus 3-4 flexible hrs eech
rm. Cell 1-100-121 1540.
HIRING’ Government lobs your area
$15.000-168,000

Saturday

pottembly poss enthusiast INN.
call 37751163 eves
RECEPTIONIST CLERK. light typing
Ming
of
phones for smell
30 hrs.,

CIII Meureen al

CiOt 1002) OW

8885. eon 5250
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OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS. FT PT security offl
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process servers We will troin
Apply in person Mon Fri9..4.11 760 Mere:Ilan Ave . S J .266MOO

lie hours Stove al 996-91372
STEN RUll DING DEALERSHIP with
major manonocturerSeles & Engl.
mewing supporl Stoner ada In,
Malted Some woks token Call
(303) 759-3200F sot 2401 We0gCor Accept.. Corp 6100 E
Hampden. Denver. Co 60224
FOR
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BROKER’ PartiOne eves & Saturday. SI 50 hr Salary
bonus
Cell Marty Dlemond at Siwerson
I *Moon Brothers, 947-2256
TEl EMARKETING
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distance to campus Comfortable
surroundings Choos, your own
hmirs Advancement opportuni
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4526

only at 906
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WANTED HAIR removed forever
Beywood
Confidential
335 5
Ave San Jose cell 247-1496 tor

CONDO, 11 min to SJSU

2 1 2 btft
$240 motors nonsmitt no depoet, xtres Call Ed et 251-1200
after 7 PM

2465100

011011,0 & utilities $250 & $200
Can eves . 251-3259
PRETTY QUIET VICTORIAN rm. /320
foto
utli Hardwood flr, lIpId
French win. Dry. wshr cir TV,
litereo micro retro dshwahr htr
unk,

pel

Neve

werperk

ROOMS for rent. Larpel.pita. home.
shared utli Call
5200-5300
Cisco at 735-3603 945-11770
SJSU AREA VICTORIAN charm 5
rooms office eparlmeol spece
Shared housing, skylighis, rear
parking 8290-0424.0.0 297-2960
VERY QUIET no In havoc shr 6th
ull 1 Mks.. social parties pot,
grad -4101y Oularl, 1250 rno I Ilke
clsa music -art Fern... call 267
9779
1LARGE ROOM for rent. $300 mo &
8150 dep. utlIttles Inc] 155 S
17th St ea. for Mr B
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buns conte.t. Pirates oplionat
CI WIC.",

moustache. elcI
15% dieCCrunt to students Ind for
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gel your Oral sp. or 1 2 price
Unwonted Hair Diuppeous Wtth
Gwen Cheigren 0 F
My Care
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’Heir Today Go. Tomorrow

732-3733
MATH-PHONE

Meth
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Miming by phone at any
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Desiree Mldlvbl, formally or KSJS
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the music. WNW PrOductIons
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14061
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accuracy guaranteed Acookornic
1y/dog our speclaMy Free proofing disk storage
Reasonable
We retail dependable grammar
else college grads So Callus
Min papers repos. theses (especially as lencI etc al 2514449
APA FORMAT, term paper himIs we/
corned 10 years typing word processing ...nonce 1.11.? quality
priming Very Compethlve rates
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ID Access Data- 761-4902 ask for
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IT WRITE’ VIcon processing, 70
yeeos ...once resumes letters. mailing .19 books. arlIcOes
Proofreading, editing nvellable
Reasonable oat. Call Anne 576
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ENTERPRISE

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS and coon
Wing In Sunnyvale en. C.

Pam

ABSTRACT WE RE

bikini, tummy

WORD

PROCESSING

Thesis specialists Also term papers manuscripls. screenplays,
resumes, repetitive letters. Inon
scription Free SPEL CHER, copy
font disc storage Gulch tom.
around San. Clara Calf 24.5825
EVERGREEN

WORDPROCESSING

Term papers 8t 75 p 4111 sp and
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mailing list. flyers. neweletters
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protects
welcome
Quelity guarani..
pickup delivery Call
3684 (ee. onessegoal

On campus
14061 274
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turnaround, very quick The wort
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INTERNATIONAL
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Dorm
From page I
holes.
"Residents here are set’. concerned" Robinson said Rumors
circulating within the inu%eisit’s
resident ia I 4.111111t11 -11t.\ included

ROTC
From page I
Sonic students might lust transfer to
San Jose State.’ ’
Hillhouse does not
e that the
SJSI. program is in tt daugei of
being closed. pan
ly since it has
lxcome the only ROTC in the firn
area.
CC -Berkeley. ’.kith 50 students in
its program. ’.s ill probably not he re.
instated in the near future. if at all.
Wedeimn et said.
"We began here in 1951, but once
we are gone. there is next to no
chance well return w ithin five to la
)ears.’’
There were 151 ROTC programs
before the cuts. Nov. there are 11-1
ROTC programs for Air Force students in this country . Of the 30 that
are closing. 18 will continue to base
a military presence on campus %kith

photographe

closed -off section of San Salvador Street between Ninth and Tenth streets

ies of West Hall and Moulder
Hall sinking into the ground.
Mnergency repair work scheduled for Feb. X. w ill involve insulating the pipes w ith an acid -resistant liner, and is expected to take
approximately two weeks.
We regret the inconvenience to
the dorm students and the people
sister-sen ice in the form of Army or
N:I
IR’ programs.
"We ieulh aren’t going to be too
anected." Hillhouse said. "If the
colleges that are having to close
w ant to have an agreement negotiated with us to have their students
attend here, that can be arranged
It these cuts do not have a successful effect on the Air Force budget and personnel reduction requirements, inure units may be closed in
the coming year.

Pastor’s wife wins lotto
cHicAGo LAP) A preacher’s
wife will be counting her pennies
from heaven
more than 120 million 01 them
for the next 20 years.
ith a little help from the Illinois
met)
Barbara Springfield. whose husband. Jim, gave up a $30.(810-a-year
lob to become a church pastor, won
more than SI .2 million Saturday .

that park there." said Henry Orbach. Traffic and Parking Manager. explaining that most of Ninth
Street will be unavailable for parking beginning Friday night, and
cars found Monday morning will
he towed away.
The acid -resistant liner will be
inserted tinder Ninth Street from

San Salvador to San Carlos streets.’
and future plans include extending
the liner to San Fernando Street.
Four years ago an identical problem occurred on 10th Street near
San Salvador Street, causing the
collapse of a section of roadway,
sidewalk . and a small tree.

I. min page I
Yohn, who said he "didn’t know
(the station) even existed" until he
was approached by the department
chairman.
At first, he admits, he was "very
skeptical." Since KCAT is a community access station, he expected it
to be "put together with bubblegum
and paper clips." But after visiting
the station, he found they had "nice.
state-of-the-art equipment . . . I decided if I could have it. I wanted it."
After two interviews, Yohn was
offered the job. The thought was that
he would act as a link between the
station and the university. So far, he
has arranged for radio and television
majors to be able to intern at the station.
The station will also broadcast a
weekly, half-hour program focusing
on performing arts and human performance activities on the campus.
Yohn said. The program will he produced by two sections of the advanced TV -productions class and is
the brainchild of Jim Bryant. chair of
the Human Performance Department.
Yohn. who is completing the last
six units toward his bachelor’s degree in film, radio and television.
said he has done "everything there is
to do" at KSJS. He has been disc
Mckey, program director, producer
of public service announcements and
since June 1986, he is the general
manager.

David Yohn
KSJS station manager

. .

His greatest accomplishment, he
said, is to help secure money for a
new transmitter, which will allow
KSJS to "reach from Monterey to
San Francisco." Without the new
antenna, "thanks to all the tall buildings in San Jose. we reach about to
Lawrence Expressway," Yohn said.
The station is now awaiting Federal Communications Commission
approval for the antenna, which will
be a 100-foot addition to an existing
80-foot tower, used by San Jose
radio station KSJO. The tower is located on Coyote Peak, south of San
Jose.
Yohn is hoping to have the project
approved by March, which marks
the 25th anniversary of KSJS.

Party: Hopes rock star becomes next U .S. president
From page I
swers started coming on May 8,
1987. He said he began a day’s work
at the computer terminal when a
high-tech revelation came to him.
God, Mathiesen claimed, was
"speaking" through the terminal.
The progranuner said he could
find no outside source for the words
appearing on his screen. After the
initial shock, Mathiesen claimed that
he "talked ’ to the ’1 Mt% ersal
Mind.’ via the keyboard.
The reyelation, he said. lasted 100
days.
After the last day. Mathiesen cowrote "The New American Bible:
Ecology of Mind." He credits God
as the co-author.
"It was inspired by God." said
the programmer, explaining the
book’s title. "And . . . the last

bible was influential."
According to Mathiesen. God
inspired him to found TNAP during
the U.S. Constitution’s bicentennial
last September. The movement, he
said, is spiritual rather than religious.
Mathiesen. furthermore, claimed
that TNAP has 1.000 members nationwide. Within a week. SJSU will
have four official members. said Ray
DeQuenne, the party’s membership
director in San Jose.
"The A.S. Council is very open
about our ideas." DeQuenne said.
"Within three weeks, we’ll be officially recognized on campus."
Aside from the party. Mathiesen’s
book also outlines plans for a world
constitution and a "global democracy .’
"It’s bound to happen sooner or

later," said the founder, who claims
that "America can again be a showplace" for other countries to emulate.
Mathiesen’s immediate goal is to
establish national initiative and referenda for all citizens. This would
mean that any citizen with enough
signatures could introduce ballot issues on a national level.
Barbara Norrander, an assistant
professor of Political Science at
SJSU. said about half of the country
including
California already uses the process on a state
level.
Mathiesen wants to achieve the
goal nationally through a constitutional ammendment. Its ratification,
he believes, would establish "true
democracy."
Establishing publicity for his goal,

howe,er, is where Jackson Browne
and the presidential race come in.
"Using celebrities to gain publicity is not new," said Norrander, who
had not heard of Mathiesen or
TNAP. "I sincerely doubt he would
get anywhere with it."
Norrander, furthermore, said that
third parties play a minimal role in
national elections. She used the example of independent candidate John
Anderson. who gained just 7 percent
of the presidential vote in 1980.
When told of TNAP’s origin and
Mathiesen’s high-tech revelation.
Norrander laughed.
"It’s hard to disprove," she said,
still maintaining that in a legitimate
movement "you don’t start by saying The fate of the Earth is in your
hands!’ "

LITTLE PORTUGAL INVITES SJSU
to enjoy Authentic Portuguese Foods and Services!

*Pular

-

PADARIA
POPULAR

vt ;id Night in Rio’

rs:t.?...=

BAKERY-

PAPOSECOS

PA -0 DE MILHO

(ROLLS)

(CORN BREAD)

Q

Brazilian Carnival Ball
With
The Dan Sabano% ich Sextet

BOLO
(UNLEAVENED CORN BREAD)
PORTUGUESE SWEET BREAD
CAKES & PASTRIES

1636 ALUM ROCK AVE.
SAN JOSE. CA 95116

LInguica
Carne Seca
Chourico
Black Beans
Farinha
Mandioca
Guarana
AND MORE

We also
manufacture
a complete line
of sausage,
lingulca, pork
links, Italian
sausage, cajun
hot links, swiss
bockwurst,
smoked
bratwurst,
garlic franks
and old fashion
wieners.

SATURDAY, FEB. 6 AT 9:00 PM

Of furniture
995 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95116
(408)294-1255
Store Hours: Mon -Fri 10-8 Sat. 10-6 Sun. 12-6

San Jose’s Original Afro Stylist
1608 Alum Rock Avenue

251-9745

SJSU Student Union Ballroom
"iMC:KEE RD.

/V.

9 cm

7 p.m Mon Sat

SAN JOSE TV & VIDEO
SALES SERVICE

Business Office
’s 1 f’n ’
( lothing

AN r,

SHOP AROUND -SEE US LASTWE WILL BEAT ANYBODY’S
PRICES AND TAKE ANY REASONABLE OFFER. WE WILL
SERVICE TV,VCR,STEREO
ALL MAKE MODELS.
20% OFF LABOR ON TVA/CR!
Carry in for Repair Exp 3/11/83

ALUM ROCK AVE.

PORTUGESE
MERCHANTS
1601 Ahem ROCit Ave.
(Corner 33rd Sri
t
.
Sun Jose. CA 93116
41111/123-0522

SJSU

COMPLETE HOME
FURNISHINGS AT DISCOUNT
PRICES

QUO-VADLS
SHAG, ETC
GIANTS BARBER AND
BEAUTY SHOP

$6.00 In Advance $7.50 At The Door
Manufacturers arid
Distributors of
Portuguese
Brazilian Products:

Hair Stylists

TAMAR CAFE & DINING
Portuguese Cuisine
Comida Portuguesa Deliciosa

1539 Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA 95116
Between King and 101
PHONE

272_0553

Brasilia Interiors

"Best Selected Wines From Portugal"

25 to 50% OFF!
OPEN 7 DA I’S 7 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Variedad los Fines de Semana.
1610 Alum Rock Avenue
CA 95116

258-5656

’atpet- Linoleum -Tiles
liardwood Floors

Venitial Blinds
’ustom Work
I’REE Estimstes

1525 E. Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA 95116

(408)251-5626

